
1 Static (one period) model

The problem: maxU(C;L;X); s.t. C = Y + w(T � L) and L � T:

The Lagrangian: L = U(C;L;X) � �(C + wL � M) � �(L � T );

where M = Y + wT

The FOCs: UC(C;L;X) = � and UL(C;L;X) � �w + �

The interior solution: UL=UC =MRSL(C;L;X) = w

Solve FOCs for L� � L�(w;M;X) and C� � C�(w;M;X) orH� = T�L�.

The reservation wage = MRSL(Y; T;X).



Response of leisure (time worked) to changes in wages:
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is the Hicksian demand for leisure.

Substitution e¤ect is negative (if the price of leisure goes up, holding utility
constant, people buy less leisure) + leisure is a normal good.



So, the Marshallian elasticity is larger (in absolute value) than the Hicksian.
Now substitute into equation (1):
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Substitution e¤ect, income e¤ect and endowment e¤ect. The endowment e¤ect
increases consumption of leisure since a rise in the wage rate makes them richer
overall (the income e¤ect is smaller than the endowment e¤ect).

The response from a wage change is ambiguous for employed people (but pos-
itive for not working).

Individuals that work for only few hours a week are likely to have the substitution
e¤ect dominate the income e¤ect.



1.1 Empirics

Empirical studies suggest that changes in labor supply are mainly due to chang-
ing participation. The elasticity of the supply of female labor, especially that
of married women, is greater than that of men.

For prime age men, evidence indicates that the income e¤ect dominates.

How are the empirical results estimated? Use cross-sectional data to run:

lnHi = �0 + �1 lnwi + �2Xi + vi (3)

But there is endogeneity (omitted variables).

How to deal with those with Hi = 0?



1.2 Extensions

taxes: wH(1� �)

transfers: get welfare if H � 0

�xed costs when H > 0 (transportation, eating out, day care).

Rationing, home production, transfers within families, etc.

The e¤ect of a tax is ambiguous (recall opposing subs. and income/endowment
e¤ects). Of course, unconditional welfare reduces the incentive to work.

Consider a negative income tax program (NIT): guaranteed income G and a
subsidy to work S; such that S = G � �wH if G > �wH; and S = 0
otherwise. S stops at wH = G=� . Analyze the e¤ect graphically and sign it
using the Slutsky equation.



1.3 Life Cycle Labor Supply

Understand intertemporal decisions: (a) retirement decisions, (b) reaction to
shocks: trading work today if wages are unusually high for leisure tomorrow.

max
PT
t=1U(Ct; Lt; t):

The budget constraint allows for savings and follows assets over time.

The model suggests: 4 lnHit = �0 +4�1 lnwit +4�2Xit +4vit

�t can be broken down to an individual �xed e¤ect and a common age e¤ect
(interest rates). If the interest rate is constant then �0 is the result of �rst
di¤erencing this age e¤ect �0t:

�1 is the elasticity of labor supply w.r.t. a transitory change in w:



1.4 Empirical Analysis of Labor Supply

OLS is inconsistent no matter whether we include or exclude the zero h obser-
vations.

Assume unobservable latent variable h�i (desired hours):

h�i = �
0
xi + �wi + ui with ui � N(�; �2)

hi = h�i i¤ h
�
i > 0

hi = c i¤ h�i � 0;

and use Tobit MLE based on the normality assumption:
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Where does the participation decision come from?

Heckman (1974): wi = �0zi + vi > wRi : Get w
R
i from the h = 0 condition.

Do not work if
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Estimate the model using MLE:
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Because the model delivers wR from the h = 0 assumption, Tobit leads to
signi�cant overestimation of some elasticities. In other words, the hours of
work decision made when the woman is in the labor force appears distinct from
her labor market participation decision.



1.4.1 Sample Selection: Heckman�s �

Heckman (1979) considers a two-equation behavioral model:

yi1 = x
0
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yi2 = x
0
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where wages yi1 are observed only for women who work (yi2 > 0):
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We can numerically identify � from �1 even when xi2 = xi1 because � is a
non-linear function, but this would be wrong. Need exclusion restrictions (IVs,
variables in xi2 not included in xi1).

Now, return to Heckman (1974) and consider 3 equations: wi; wRi ; and h:
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wi = �0zi + vi:

Correct the hours equation for sample selection: do not participate if:
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Running a Probit on this delivers b: Second, IV for wi:
cwi = �0zi + ����(�)



Finally

hi = �cwi + x0i� + ��(z0ib) + "i:
You need a variable predicting wages but not hours and another variable a¤ect-
ing participation, but not wages.

1.4.2 Natural Experiments (DDs)

Eissa and Liebman (1996): participation rates of single women with children
who became entitled to earned income tax credits (EITC).

A family is eligible for EITC if (a) earned income < $28,000 in 1996 and (b)
there is a child.
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Income (hours) 

FIGUREI 

EITC Budget Constraint 


budget constraint of an otherwise untaxed individual from ADE 
to ABCDE. Under the new budget constraint every choice of 
hours (or equivalently pretax earnings) produces a t  least as much 
after-tax earnings (and utility) as it did before the earned income 
tax credit was introduced. The well-being of a taxpayer who does 
not work has not changed because no earned income tax credit is 
available to a taxpayer with zero earnings. Thus, any taxpayer 
who preferred working before will still prefer working, and some 
taxpayers may find that the additional after-tax income from the 
EITC makes it worth entering the labor force. The impact of the 
EITC on the labor force participation of unmarried taxpayers is 
therefore unambiguously positive. 

The impact of introducing an EITC on the hours of work of a 
taxpayer already participating depends on which region of the 
EITC the taxpayer was in before the credit was introduced. For a 
worker in the phase-in, the effect on labor supply is theoretically 
ambiguous: the credit subsidizes the worker's wage so that the 
substitution effect encourages additional hours while the income 
effect causes hours to decrease. For a worker in the constant re- 
gion, there is only an income effect, reducing hours. In the phase- 



In 1987, the subsidy rate (and maximum) was increased from 11% to 14%
(from $550 to $851).

A natural control group for a DDs design are single women without children.

Table 1: Xs di¤er so focus only on single women with less than high school.

The main result (in Table 2): LFP rises by 4 p.p.

They also �nd that hours worked did not decrease for those already working.

Of course, this says nothing about the overall costs of the program (to the
taxpayer).

Brewer et al. (2006) suggest that a similar UK program (WFTC) increases the
lone-parent employment rate by 10 p.p. copmare to �no program�scenario.
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TABLE I 
S ~STATISTICSY 

Group 

Without children With children 

Education 

Less than Beyond 
high High high 

Variable All school school school 

Age 26.78 
(7.02) 

31.17 
(7.07) 

28.67 
(7.39) 

30.88 
(6.79) 

33.97 
(6.21) 

Education 13.44 12.05 9.33 12.00 14.63 
(2.33) (2.28) (1.81) (0.00) (1.54) 

Nonwhite 0.15 0.37 0.43 0.37 0.33 
(0.36) (0.48) (0.49) (0.48) (0.47) 

Preschool children 0.00 0.48 0.61 0.48 0.36 
(0.00) (0.50) (0.49) (0.50) (0.48) 

Filing unit size 1.00 2.74 3.03 2.66 2.60 
(0.00) (0.96) (1.17) (0.88) (0.81) 

Earned income 15,119 11,262 4109 10,678 18,856 
(13,799) (12,498) (7844) (10,679) (14,497) 

Earnings conditional 15,880 15,188 8414 13,758 20,589 
on working (13,708) (12,289) (9475) (10,225) (13,920) 

Labor force 0.952 0.742 0.488 0.776 0.916 
participation (0.214) (0.438) (0.500) (0.417) (0.278) 

Weekly participation 0.789 0.603 0.326 0.635 0.803 
(0.324) (0.437) (0.415) (0.426) (0.336) 

Hours of work 1531 1202 617 1260 1640 
(814) (951) (847) (920) (812) 

Observations 46,287 20,810 5396 9702 5712 

Data are from survey years 1985-1987 and 198S1991 of the March Current Population Survey (CPS). 
The sample contains unmarriedwomen between the ages of 16 and 44. We exclude women who were sepa- 
rated during the previous year, ill or disabled, in school. We also exclude women with negative earnings, 
negative unearned income, or with nonzero earnings and zero hours of work. All figures are in 1992 dollars. 
Preschool children is the share of the sample with preschool children. Labor force participation equals one if 
annual hours are positive, zero otherwise. Weekly participation equals annual weeks worked divided by 52. 
Standard deviations are in parentheses. Means are weighted with CPS March supplement weights. 





1.4.3 Recent Extensions

Income Elasticity, not Hours Instead of analyzing the impact on hours of
work and labor force participation, study the impact on taxable income (sum-
mary measure capturing also work e¤ort and job mobility).

Household Production and Leisure Use time-diary data.

Burda et al. (2007): female-male di¤erence in total work (for pay + at home)
lower when GDP p.c. higher (no gap in rich northern countries). Women�s
total work is further below men�s where their relative wages are lower.

Connolly (2008): on rainy days, US men shift 30 minutes from leisure to work
(intertemporal elasticity of labor supply of around 0.01).




